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Walworth Streetspace – Browning Street
Introduce a loading bay.
Faraday

Background
• Covid-19 has drastically changed the way people are travelling. Reduced public transport
capacity means more people are likely to use cars, but also more walking and cycling.
• Walworth Streetspace programme aims to create healthier streets for walking and cycling and
embed behaviour change seen during the lockdown restrictions.
• The measures also propose to safeguard the community from the potential increase in traffic
• Improve localised pollution exposure particularly around schools
• Proposed as a wider set of measures to prevent through-traffic in the area
• Support businesses as lockdown restrictions ease.
Location
• Browning Street, North Walworth
• Browning Street is in M1 controlled parking zone (CPZ), implemented in 2001.
• M1 CPZ is in operation 8.30am – 6.30pm Monday – Friday.
• Browning Street is a mixed use street for residents and businesses and has some access
requirements for deliveries and an estate.

Investigation and conclusions
• Officers visited Larcom Street on 26th June to discuss previous proposals with local businesses
which proposed a point closure and removal of loading bay. The meeting highlighted issues with
removing the loading bay and the proposed plans take these concerns into consideration.
• A meeting was held with stakeholders and Cllrs on 17th July to discuss proposals and
requirements needed for loading and unloading.
• A meeting with businesses was also held on Wednesday 12th August to discuss loading

requirements for the Walworth Road.

Feedback from Stakeholders
Comments

Currently there is a lack of loading bay capacity in the Walworth Road
area and the measures introduced on Larcom Street mean larger
delivery vehicles are no longer able to safely use that loading bay.

Recommendation
It is recommended that a loading bay is introduced on Browning Street to the East of Colworth Grove.
This will replace the current resident permit bays which will be relocated in the nearby vicinity.
This proposal is subject to Experimental Traffic Management Order (ETMO). As such consultation and
feedback will be considered during the period of the order and a decision made on whether the order is
be made permanent, amended or rescinded after a period, normally six to twelve months. The maximum
time an experimental order can be in place is eighteen months
A detailed design drawing (subject to a safety review) of the proposal is provided within this document.
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